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My journal from GCUS01. These handwritten notes were almost entirely made at the end of each 
day, as a kind of recapitulation. In reviewing them, I couldn’t resist correcting a few spelling 
errors, and inserting at couple of notes in [brackets]. But other than that I have made no edits or 
“corrections”, and did not succumb to the almost irresistible impulse to redact my more idiotic 
pronouncements. Whatever I wrote is here.   
 
3/25 [Monday-Day 1]  
 
Claymont. Here we are. Eighteen of us with various experiences, waving various egos. When 
Roy and I arrived around 6 or 6:30, there were already a number of people here, mostly hanging 
around the front hall, trading names, home towns, war stories. More arrive. We find our room 
assignments. I have a room to myself. What does this mean? The socializing/getting acquainted 
moves to the dining room as coffee and tea are served. It is apparent from the conversation that 
many of us are not aware of what Claymont is about, but rather have come here in answer to an 
ad in MUSICIAN magazine. Interesting. We meander into places at the tables, slowly. It looks to 
me as though the Guitar Craft people are the only ones here except for a few residents. No 
students. Somehow no one sits at the head table. Robert appears quietly at the head table, 
stands looking over the assembly, most of whom don’t seem to notice his arrival. He sits for a few 
moments, then rises to announce that dinner is served. We get in line, me first. Quiche, baked 
potato, salad, fresh bread, all very good. Eat. Light conversation. Short talk by Robert welcoming 
us, giving anyone dissatisfied with the accommodations an opportunity to leave with a free meal. 
Explains the rules of the house, simple and commonsense. Where cigarette smokers may smoke. 
Invites anyone who feels compelled to use drugs to leave. Brownies for dessert.  
 
8:30pm First group meeting. Library. All sitting on the floor, carpet or cushions. Robert in 

a chair. Robert is recording. Welcome to Guitar Craft I. I take a certain 
delight/pride in participating in the first. I don’t know what it gets me. We 
introduce ourselves. As usual some tell us a lot more than we want to know, 
others are cleverly succinct, others just nervous and unclear, myself among the 
latter. Robert introduces himself last. Talks of the terrible guitar he was given in 
his youth. Soon knew this was his life, spent the next 27½ years (to present) 
trying to figure why. 
 
Robert asks us to imagine this figure on the blank wall of the library. 

 
MUSIC 

| 
| 

SKILL------------------|---------------AUDIENCE 
| 
| 

MUSICIAN 
 

Talks about the quality/nature of music. Describes an image he had (in 1981) of 
music as a friend who knocks on the door. He doesn’t hear it. Friend goes away 
and returns often. One day by chance we hear the door, but trip over the junk in 
the house. Don’t reach the door. Friend leaves. We clean house. Friend returns. 



We open door. Friend can’t enter due to stench in house. Friend leaves. We 
scour house………… He says this image came to him in a flash. 
 
Talks of nature of sound, Physical. Other theories of hearing. Experiments in 
hearing through electrodes attached to skin. 
 
Image of music as “a quality organized in sound” (THREE). Also “the wine glass 
containing silence.” [CG 2016 editorial note: how often and mercilessly has this 
lovely and poetic turn of phrase been abused by misquote and paraphrase. 
“Music is the cup that holds the wine of Silence. Sound is that cup, but empty. 
Noise is that cup, but broken.”] 
 
HEAD, HAND, HEART – 3’s 
 
Goes on to describe quality/nature of musician. Things get garbled here in my 
mind. Elements of Ouspensky. Four levels. AUTOMATIC, SENSITIVITY, 
INTELLECTUAL (?) à CONSCIOUS AWARENESS, CREATIVE. Talks of these 
levels. Advises against taking notes. 
 
Drops two bombs. Levelers. Conducts 5 against 4 with his hands while carrying 
on conversation. GOAL #1 for week. Next tells us to retune our guitars to C G D 
A E G. Tomorrow we will play one note (??!). We’ll see. 
 
Very cold. 
 
We adjourn to sample Claymont beer. I choose coffee. Socialize. Drift to rooms 
to retune guitars. I go downstairs to solitude to write journal. Others drift in. Talk. 
Some substantial. Interesting. Some misconceptions, prejudgments. Look 
forward to watching ideas crumble and reassemble. 

 
 
3/26 [Tuesday-Day 2]  
 
Arise before my alarm, six thirty or so. Cold. Wash and brush teeth at sink in room. Skip shower. 
 
7:30am Morning exercises. Familiar relaxation techniques done in sitting position. 
 
8:00am Breakfast of granola, bread, juice, fruit. 
 
9:00am Group meeting with guitars. Tune up. Robert asks us to find whatever note we’ve 

chosen in the key of C, and to start playing it at will, any rhythm. Somewhat 
chaotic start relaxes into very pleasant continuum of sound. I hear isolated 
guitars and react or interact. Group swells and ebbs. Goes for perhaps fifteen 
minutes. (I chose middle C, feeling somewhat rudimentary) 
 
Discussion on the left hand. Robert talks of “putting attention” in the left hand. 
Experiencing the life of the hand, awareness of the hand. He demonstrates a left 
hand exercise, involving finding all combinations of two, three, and four fingers of 
the left hand. We are to work on these throughout the day, at our own speed, 
using only down strokes on the right, and putting attention in the left hand. 
 
We adjourn to our work. Throughout the day we will each be spending a fifteen 



minute private session with Robert. They commence immediately. Mine will be at 
3:30. 

 
10:45am Tea. Time to relax and reflect. I’m tense, and a little flustered and frustrated. 
 
11:00am Back to work. I slow down. Do some mathematical computations. 12 

combinations of two fingers, 24 of three, 24 of four. Multiply that by six strings 
across and 12 frets up. Lots of notes. Quickly devise method of working through 
combinations. Things go a little better. I am working on 3 things, no, 4. 1) left 
hand exercise, 2) attention in left hand, 3) good (and unfamiliar) posture, and 4) 
down picking. One of these or a combination is giving me a knot in my right 
shoulder. 

 
12:15pm Yoga. yuk. Instructor strikes me as mechanical. I do my best, honest. 
 
1:00pm Lunch. Sometime during lunch Robert clinks his glass and asks us each to say 

something nice and sweet about some woman in the room who I’ve never seen. 
People call things out. I refrain. 

 
2:00pm Group. The woman mentioned at lunch is guiding us through an art exercise 

involving gluing colored tissue to white cardboard. We first meander around the 
room, directing our attention to whatever part of the body she calls out. We then 
o and choose colors from piles of tissue, and begin. In the spirit of middle C in 
the morning, I choose primary colors, create secondary colors by overlapping 
them, stick to basic shapes. Many people are quite extravagant. I do a second 
one with same colors but more random shapes (two birds carrying a piece of 
meat, someone later said). We meander around, observing creations and noting 
and expressing our feelings. I am quiet. 

 
3:00pm Back to work, but I know it’s a half an hour until my individual meeting. 
 
3:30pm I arrive at room #5 and knock on the door. Am invited in. Previous student 

receives a couple of last comments and leaves. I sit down. Robert asks how I’m 
doing with the work. I talk of my predicament. Robert talks about “why is there 
tension?”, assures me that there is no “pressure” here. We talk of expectations 
etc. He asks me to play the four finger ascending exercise. I proceed. He 
watches, stops me, tells me t start again. This time he gets up and walks around 
behind me. Stops me, suggests some minor alterations in left hand positioning 
(flat of thumb more squarely on neck, fingers landing on strings from more 
directly above rather than across). Tells me to start again and this time to freeze 
when he says “stop”. He says “stop” and I look down and my little finger is 
sticking straight out. We talk about the mechanics of this and experiment. He 
suggests doing 3 finger combinations with fourth finger anchored on the 3rd string 
4th fret. Demonstrates. Work on this until time is up. 

 
3:45pm Return to room. Work on this variation, and on relaxing my shoulder. 
 
4:15pm Tea. Sit on back porch. Pleasant conversation with Robert on the edge of 

philosophy with his influence always moving back to practical. 
 
4:45pm Back to work. The variation makes considerable difference on behavior of little 

finer in ascending pattern, less noticeable in descending pattern. 
 



6:00pm Group. Robert discusses what he observed during day. Many independent little 
fingers. Subject matter moves to right hand. Basic discussion of mechanics. 
More to follow. 
 
Talks a little about “creating”, “improving” etc in almost oblique way. Alludes to a 
“gig” we will have Thurs night at a restaurant in C’Town. Argh!!! Tells us to say 
something nice about the same woman. Tells us that this is an experiment in 
improvisation. [CG 2016 editorial note: Given the context, I am quite sure that the 
word “improving” here is musician’s shorthand for “improvising”, and not a 
reference to making improvements] 

 
7:00pm Dinner 
 
7:45pm Group. Similar experiment to morning. This time working with hand claps and 

foot taps in different meters. Ongoing. Subdividing group into smaller groups 
doing contrasting rhythms. Replace hand claps with notes in C. Very interesting. 
Not the rousing success that the morning was, but somewhat more adventurous. 
 
Robert fields questions. Participants have relaxed somewhat. Discussion slides 
into “quiz the rock star”. To be expected I suppose. 

 
 
3/27 [Wednesday-Day 3]  
 
Good sleep. Fell asleep while working on 4 on 5 rhythms. Awake before alarm. Take shower. 
Zero water pressure. 7:30am exercises, same as yesterday. 8:00am breakfast. 
 
9:00am Group meeting. Discussion of C major scale. Assigns finding fingerings in center 

4 strings, groups of 3’s or 4’s, up to us. 
 
Robert talks about “shocks”. Ways to dislodge ourselves from habitual 
(automatic) behavior and bring us “into the moment”. Says that humans do not 
stay dislodged long, but drift back to a point of familiarity. Explains the mechanics 
of the STOP exercise. Says that during the day he might use it as a shock. 

 
10:00am Practice. I first work on three note groups in C major. 
 
10:45am Tea. Sit in sun. Really warm for first time since I arrived. 
 
11:00am Practice. Take guitar outside and play in sun, work a bit on alternate picking and 

tremolo study. Low tolerance. Am able to observe more of what is happening. 
 
12:15pm Yoga. Smaller group. I am more relaxed and selective about exercises. We do 

some self-massage of organs in abdomen. 
 
1:00pm Lunch. Pleasant. Robert shouts “STOP……. CONTINUE”. I froze per 

instructions. Suppose I observed myself. Lie in sun til 2:00. 
 
2:00pm Group. Robert explains that the STOP exercise was a bad idea. Powerful 

exercise. Not appropriate. Feels no damage was done, but can’t erase it. Advises 
we just get past it. 
 
Robert pulls names out of a hat, 4 or 5 at a time. Sends groups out to different 



rooms to create something to perform in ½ hour. More intimations of Thursday 
night. We go. Names elude me, 4 of us. One comes up with Frippish 4/4 pattern. 
We vamp a while. Another adds a chordish pattern which I suggest he arpeggiate 
to keep more in line with the skills we’re working on currently. He does. Another 
works out counter-pattern. I stick to doubling original pattern, drifting occasionally 
into parallel harmony. Robert wanders in and out several times. 
 
We reassemble. One group plays piece. I think we played second. Flavor similar 
in all four groups, but differences striking. Roy’s group plays last. I recognize 
some minor plagiarism of one of my compositions. Eye contact, we share a joke. 

 
3:00pm Light practice before private meeting. I’m also modifying a pick. Have made 

some observations during the day. Plenty to fill 15 minutes. 
 
4:00pm Private meeting. “How can I help you today”. I talk about having relaxed some 

and losing some of my initial tension. Degree of success with controlling little 
finger. Note that during rehearsal and performance of piece that new techniques 
had gone out window. He seems to appreciate the insight. Get some practical 
advice on right hand. Ask about combining exercises, ie an exercise I tried 
combining tremolo studies and new C Major fingerings. He seems pleased with 
notion. We do it together. Time for tea. As we close I ask him about STOP. Why 
bad. Says it was bad because he felt in his heart it was bad. Goes on to say what 
a powerful and far reaching experience it is and can be. That cannot be made 
smaller by merely narrowing the definition for use. Requires an understanding 
and acceptance of the rules beforehand. 

 
4:15pm Tea 
 
4:45pm Practice. Keep it light. Work on pick. 
 
6:00pm Group meeting. Barbara June (of something sweet and nice fame) conducts 

guided visualization. “Going somewhere”, “encounter something”, “see and enter 
a house of some kind”. Hard time getting stared. I see green motion for a long 
time, fast with occasional bursts of red (flowers?), sense of curving to the right. 
When I finally see something it’s a lily floating on water. I’m traveling on water, 
but I can’t look up and around, only at reflections in water. Pan back to see that 
boat is a canoe. Narrow quiet stream, maybe everglades, or small Canadian 
lake. Look up for a flash. Opening to very large lake, small island in center. 
Sense of vivid blue. Am going to island. Seems deserted. When instructed to go 
to a house I invent a log cabin on island, but I never arrive, and the visualization 
seems very forced at this point. 
 
We relate our visions. Takes a long time to gather nerve to talk. 

 
7:00pm Dinner. Spaghetti. Robert advises us to eat lightly due to physical nature of 

evening activity. 
 
8:30pm Movement. Some steps and arm and head movement in tempo, limbs in various 

meters. Fabulous and exhilarating. “Movement and attention”. Hints of success. 
 
9:30pm Free time. Start to write journal. Wander upstairs. Find group and Robert talking. 

Reminiscences of Fripp history, anecdotes. Similar to previous night, but 
somehow lighter. Good humor. 



 
11:45pm Call Julie. I miss her. Seems like weeks. 
 
 
3/28 [Thursday-Day 4] 
 
Slept til 7:00 bell. Awoke slowly. No shower. 
 
7:30am Exercises 
 
8:00am Breakfast 
 
8:45am Short talk by Robert re SYSTEMATICS lecture which will take place at 6pm. 

Explains that it is not required, but contains information which will give clues 
about work at Claymont. (CORRECTION – THIS OCCURRED AFTER LUNCH) 

 
9:00am Group. Everyone to pick four notes in G to be played with enthusiasm. “In Irish 

traditional music the master musician is required to be able to do three things – 
make people laugh, make people cry, put people to sleep. If he can’t do all three 
his is not a master.” 
 
Everyone plays their notes with enthusiasm. 
 
Robert shows technique called “Paganini rock” for switching between notes on 
adjacent strings same fret. 
 
Reminds us that we have a gig tonight. Suggests that groups get together for 
refinement of compositions. 
 
Lastly, Robert suggests we go back to basics, put our attention back in our left 
hands. 

 
10:00am Work. I try the Paganini rock. Review exercises and techniques. Try hard to 

place attention in left hand. It appears in my right. Laugh out loud. 
 
10:45am Tea 
 
11:00am Back to work. Everything seems amusing, realize that I am having fun. 
 
12:15pm Yoga. Work on upper back which is what I needed. 
 
1:00pm Lunch 
 
1:45pm See 8:45am 
 
2:00pm Group. 1 to 4 notes depending on mood, “with enthusiasm”. 
 
3:00pm Work with group. New canon. [CG 2016 editorial note: I honestly have no idea 

what that sentence means.] Rehearse old piece, I try not to let us over work 
piece. Go to room to work until individual meeting. 

 
4:15pm Tea 
 



4:45pm Meet with Robert. Tell him about my day. Ask him about some left hand 
fingerings. He seems very pleased. 

 
5:00pm Work 
 
6:00pm Meeting on SYSTEMATICS. 
 
7:00pm Dinner. Discussion of names of groups. Great angst. Informal continuation of 

Systematics discussion. 
 
8:30pm Movement. Some sense that people’s concentration is waning. Cutting up, etc. 

Good exercises. 
 
9:30pm Wait for bus. Does not arrive. Return to Mansion. Bus driver missing. Form 

convoy. Go to CHIANTI’S RESTAURANT/BAR I nearby town [CG 2016 editorial 
note: the town is Harper’s Ferry] 

 
10:10pm Arrive. Mostly Claymont residents there. A few innocent bystanders. Settle in, 

organize. First entire group – notes in C with enthusiasm. Then individual groups. 
Most group’s selections have significantly evolved. Great feeling of unity. Robert 
very exited. Innocent bystanders very excited. Requests for encores. Volunteers 
disappear for 15 minutes to invent encores. Alcohol flowing rather freely. Robert 
smashed. Roy, James and I leave about midnight. Several others also. 
Remainder stay until wee hours. 

 
2:30am James and I sitting in dungeon talking. I’m writing journal. Several very drunk 

guitarists arrive, followed by a very drunk Robert. Some light philosophizing, 
punctuated with a number of very naughty stories. To bed by 3:00am. 

 
 
3/29 [Friday-Day 5] 
 
6:30am Jolted awake by rain hitting window. Slip back to sleep until 7:00 bell. Stoll to 

shower knowing many will not wake 
 
7:30am Exercises. About ⅓ turnout. 
 
8:00am Breakfast. Stragglers filter in sheepishly 
 
9:00am Group. Key of Eb, start with one person and one note. Work around room adding 

guitarists. When cycle complete, first person changes note or adds second, 
around again… up to seven notes. First try motion is slow. Second attempt bliss. 
 
Robert talks about cross picking. Sends us off to discover all combinations of 4 
strings. 

 
10:00am Work. Cross picking big weakness. Work slow. Aware of long term. Finish last 

night’s journal entry. 
 
10:45am Tea 
 
11:00am Work, same 
 



12:15pm Yoga. More of same with addition of attention to breathing. Very good. 
 
1:00pm Lunch 
 
2:00pm Group. Meeting in Library. Robert talks about the week. Responsibility for “after 

Claymont”. Keeping contact. His responsibility for what he has set into motion. 
Observations about the power of what we’ve touched. Very emotional. Robert 
wipes a tear. 
 
Barbara June (who turns out to be a psych something) makes herself available 
for more collages or just to talk. Many people come. I make a collage. 

 
3:00pm Get together with part of new group. Cool groove, open possibilities. 

 
Work. 

 
4:15pm Tea 
 
4:45pm Private meeting. I tell Robert that I don’t have much to show him. The cross 

picking exercise is just as hard as I knew they would be. He says, “good, let’s 
play them then.” Find a tempo and just explore. Beautiful. Tells me (while 
playing) that my right hand is a “dream to watch”, so I immediately look at my left 
hand and force my little finger into line and he says “oh, very good left hand.” We 
talk a little. I ask him if he can actually play Fracture in the new tuning. He 
confesses that he hasn’t worked it all out. Plays the arpeggio section as if it were 
the old tuning. Strange sounding, but it’s my fingering. He sets the metronome to 
almost speed. And we play it together (or he does, I try). 

 
5:00pm New group, now named NO PICKUPS. Work on tune, now entitled THANK YOU. 
 
6:00pm Group. Continuation of SYSTEMATICS. 
 
7:00pm Eat. 
 
8:30pm Voluntary meeting in book store. Question and answer about American Society, 

Gurdjieff. Robert tells me later in hallway that he thinks that was not such a great 
idea. On to socializing in co-op. Too crowded and noisy for my mood. Come back 
and change strings, call Julie and write journal. 

 
 
3/30 [Saturday-Day 6] 
 
Actually writing 3/31. I think I’m avoiding letting this cycle be completed. 
 
7:00am Awake with bell. Starting to have a more difficult time waking up. Staying up too 

late. 
 
7:30am Exercises. 
 
8:00am Breakfast. Robert announces the schedule for the day. 
 
8:30am Work. Brian comes around to show me a figure which Robert wants everyone to 

learn. Simple enough. Continue to work, lightly. Talk to Roy and others. 



 
10:00am Tea 
 
10:30am Work. As I’m working I can hear others working on the Fripp Figure. As I continue 

I have the sensation that the figure is getting louder. Finally I put my head out the 
door and see a number of people sitting and standing on the landing gently 
repeating the figure. I walk to the stairs and join in. As we play and listen, others 
appear from all corners of the mansion and join in. Very beautiful and touching. 
We wind down and gently fade into silence. Thunderous applause. 

 
11:30am Meeting in library with resident named Jerry (PT friend of Roy). Topic is Creativity 

and physiology. Very affable and intelligent speaker. Thrust is that there are 
ways to prepare ourselves to be more receptive to creativity when it occurs. 
Getting in touch with our bodies is one way . May techniques, including the 
exercises and yoga we’ve been doing. 

 
1:00pm Lunch 
 
2:00pm Work 
 
2:45pm Group. Robert recapitulates the five exercises we have covered: 
 

1. Four, three, and two finger combinations of the left hand 
2. Alternate picking 
3. The Paganini Pivot 
4. Lateral and Horizontal scales 
5. Cross picking 

 
  Some discussion and questions about those techniques. Robert says there are 

two more. 
 

6. Stamina. He does not feel we are adequately prepared for this one. 
7. ?. He will come to us in our group rehearsals and show us. 

 
  Discussion about the evening concert. Seating arrangement arrived at. In the 

ballroom in a large circle much like we’ve been in for our group meetings. After a 
short experiment we conclude that the groups will have to sit together. Since we 
are working in two sets of groups, this means that we have to contrive a 
structured musical chairs. This is worked out. We go over the order of works, the 
seating changes, and walk through the arrangement. We agree to meet 15 
minutes before dinner to run this again. Work on RF piece. 

 
4:00pm Back to work. Roy has an Idea for a duet. We try it and decide to do it. 

 
Get together with new group to hearse piece. 
 
Robert arrives with Technique #7 

 
Division of attention. Exercise involves a figure in 3/4 counting out loud: 
1-2-3, 2-2-3, 3-2-3 … 12-2-3, 1-2-3…. We do this together. Next step is 
to play the same 3/4 figure in 3/4, counting in 4/4: 1-2-3-4, 2-2-3-4 … 12-
2-3-4. The inference is that if this is mastered, we create similar 



exercises Final comment: “The division of attention exercise is very 
powerful. Treat it with (respect? care?).” 

 
6:45pm Meet to run through entrance, seating changes. Roy tells Robert that he and I 

have a duet. We decide to insert it between the first set of groups and the 
second. Additional seating change. Run through. 

 
7:00pm Dinner. 
 
7:30pm Back to work, relax, prepare. 
 
8:15pm Meet for concert. Audience a little slow arriving. 
 
8:45pm Enter concert. 
 

1. One chosen note passed around room, C lyd 
2. New group pieces 
3. Curt/Roy duet 
4. Old group pieces 
5. RF piece. CG and RF duet expands to entire group playing as four sections 

(but sections not seated together). Play. Sections fade to CG/RF duet. [CG 
2016 editorial note: this piece became “Guitar Craft Theme I: Invocation”] 

 
Wild applause. Group exits. Returns for encore. 
 
6. RF/Frank duet 
7. Group. One note in C with enthusiasm 

 
Group exits. 

 
10:00pm Group. Some words about the completion of course. Robert says that he has 

decided that there will be a Part II. Thank yous all around. Cheering and crying. 
 

≈ 
 

Some partying, Claymont beer and chips. Some leave this evening. 
 
3/31  [Sunday-Morning after course completion] 
 
Arise at 7:00, wander to breakfast. Preparations and departure. Robert is moving to the “barn” 
where the second course will commence tomorrow night. Brian is driving him down. As they pull 
out of driveway Robert puts himself out the window and shouts, “Oh, I forgot to tell you. You all 
failed. It was terrible.” 
 

 
 
Curt Golden – March 2016 


